KIHA Covid Protocol
The following steps will be implemented during the reopening period of KIHA. If a participant
does not agree with or chooses not to comply then they will be removed from the list of
participants.
-

-

-

-

All participants will need to sign up and complete a waiver prior to attending their
scheduled time (waiver form also will cover the government COVID tracking
requirement)
All participants will dress at home and/or in the parking lot keeping in mind social
distancing
All participants will have their temperature taken at the door before entering the
building
All participants will enter the facility at their given time not before. They will skate
straight to their given arena to participate in their activity.
All participants will practice social distancing if asked to sit on the bench. We will mark
6’ distances on each bench to assure safe distance
All participants will leave the arena and go straight outside to change after they are
through with their activity
Youth participants will be required to buy a face guard for their helmets or wear a mask
for their activity. These shields will be accessible at the KIHA pro shop.
KIHA staff will schedule no overlap for arenas to enter and exit. (EX. If Warrior starts at
7pm then Gecko will start at 7:30pm.)
KIHA staff will also wipe down bench area after every activity this will include but not
limit to the seats, water tray and the top of the boards.
KIHA staff will wear masks at all times while working the facility.
KIHA staff will be turning off the electronic door after allowing participants in for their
activity. The door still can be used as an emergency exit but this will stop any nonconfirmed participants or family members from entering the building.
KIHA will only schedule 14 skaters and 2 goalies per rink at any given time. This will keep
our numbers under 35 people in the facility at any given time including staff. Under the
state opening procedures for “Gym and Fitness Facilities” during Tier 2 they are allowed
25% of capacity which means KIHA would be allowed 276 people in our facility. Our
normal capacity is 1106 so 25% of that is 276. I believe that no more than 35 in the
facility is definitely doable and will allow us to start our hockey program.
KIHA will start out with 0 fans to limit the area to be disinfected and will open up as
slowly as we feel is safe.
KIHA will keep a detailed spreadsheet of participants Name, Date, Time, Arena
KIHA will NOT be renting any gear. All players must have their own to play

All skates will be set up for 1 hour and will cost $10 per skater. We are trying to set up online
payment but if that doesn’t happen it will be cash only at the door so DON’T forget your $10.
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